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Abstract. Correlation relationships between objects are pervasive in hetero-
geneous information networks such as bibliographic networks, which made it
possible to evaluate proximity between nodes from different perspectives. To
explain these semantically rich correlations, meta-paths formed by intercon-
nected node types and edge types have been widely used. This means, using
meta-paths and their combinations we can explicitly evaluate relationships
between nodes, and thus made it possible to search for proximate nodes
according to specific correlations they carried. In this paper, we propose a
combinational meta-paths mining algorithm to evaluate correlation relationships
between nodes in bibliographic networks. Experiments with bibliographic net-
works have proved its effectiveness with respect to prior knowledge based
results.
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1 Introduction

Heterogeneous Information Networks (HIN) are graph structures containing multiple
typed nodes and edges, where diversities in node and edge types make them carry rich
semantics [1, 2]. To explain these semantics, meta-paths that formed by sequence of
node and edge types have been widely used [3–5]. Due to diversity of correlations
between nodes in HIN, it is preferred to explain them with combinational meta-paths to
ensure their semantical completeness. For example, in bibliographic networks that
contain node types Paper (P), conference (C), Author (A) and Topic (T), we can
describe correlations carried by example pair (Jiawei Han, Philip S. Yu) using com-
binational meta-path <A-P-A, A-P-T-P-A, A-P-C-P-A> to explain their correlations.
These meta-paths have been widely used in recommendation system, information
retrieval, link prediction [6–9] in HINs.

Combinational meta-paths provide us solution to describe correlations between
nodes in HINs, but we can’t greedily include infinite paths. To tackle this problem, we
propose combinational meta-path mining (CMPM) algorithm to describe inter-nodes
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correlations in HINs. This algorithm only requires single example pair as input, and it
begins with top-k shortest path searching algorithm to find candidate meta-path that
connects source and target nodes. Then, weighting the meta-paths with path instances
distribution information, and refining candidate meta-paths by maximizing their cor-
relation semantics. Extensive experiments on two bibliographic networks (ACM and
DBLP) have proved its effectiveness. Moreover, CMPM detects new meta-paths that
are not able to be given by domain knowledge.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing methods in
meta-paths mining. Section 3 explains basic concepts and definitions in this paper.
Then, implementation details of CMPA algorithm are given in Sect. 4. Section 5
evaluates CMPM’s effectiveness by detecting proximate nodes. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Meta-path has been widely used in HIN related studies to explain their rich semantics,
but dependences on prior knowledge have limited their usages in practical applications.
Early research by Yizhou Sun et al. [1] summarize meta-paths mining methods into
domain knowledge based methods [9, 10], exhaustive trail-selection methods and
statistical learning methods [11, 12]. The first category can give concise meta-paths by
domain experts when correlation relationships and HINs are simple enough, but they
are fragile to outside interference. The trail-selection methods require exhaustive
greedy search for meaningful paths, such operation is time consuming when the given
heterogeneous information network is large. The third learning algorithm based cate-
gory relies more on high quality training data. Specific algorithm such as Path Ranking
[11] aims at using pre-provided single path as input to obtain optimal path weighting
coefficients. AMIE [13] tries to mining meta-paths based on association rules in data,
but suffers from global solution. FSPG [12] iteratively selects currently the most rel-
evant meta-path by using step selection but requires highly quality positive/negative
example pairs.

Traditional meta-paths mining algorithms as mentioned previously heavily relies on
prior knowledge, which limited their usage in large scale heterogeneous information
networks. Other automatic path mining algorithms such as Path Ranking, AMIE are
either constrained by uncertain hyper-parameter or high computational expenses. In
facing with these facts, our CMPM algorithm only takes single example pair as input.
Except for this, CMPM also avoids greedy path searching with YenKSP.

3 Problem Definition

In this section, we introduce basic concepts and definitions in combinational meta-
paths mining for correlation relationships description.

Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN) is the core concept in this paper.
It contains multiple type of nodes and edges [1]. Bibliographic network is typical HIN.
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Definition 1. Heterogeneous Information Network is directed graph structure G ¼
ðV ;E;U;WÞ with nodes from V interconnected with each other by edge from E.
Functions U : v ! A and W : E ! R in the network specifies mapping relationships
from node v 2 V to node type UðvÞ 2 A and from edge e 2 E to edge type WðeÞ 2 R.

Compared with traditional homogeneous network, HINs generally carry richer
semantics because of jAj[ 1 or jRj[ 1. To describe the rich semantics, we use meta-
paths [1, 3, 15].

Definition 2. Meta-Path carries correlation semantics between interconnected nodes in

HINs. Meta-path is defined as P1;2;...;l ¼ A1 !R1 A2 !R2
. . . !Rl�1 Al, where l is the path

length, Ai and Ri with i 2 ½1; l� are node type and edge type respectively.

Definition 3. Combinational meta-paths Fðs;tÞ ¼ fðPi;wiÞ; 1� i�Pg carry correlation
semantics within the sample, wherePi; 1� i�P are P single meta-path, wi are weights

for Pi as a measure of importance, which subject to
PP
i¼1

wi ¼ 1 and is solved according

to path instances distributions.
Using F s;tð Þ given by ðs; tÞ, the correlation semantics intensity vector associated

with it is fðs;tÞ ¼ xir ðx; yÞjPið Þ; 1� i�Pf g, where r s; tð ÞjPið Þ is semantic intensity
score measured with nodes similarity function. One fact should be strengthened here;
we quantify semantics intensity as similarity score because classical node similarity
measures such as PathSim [1], HeteSim [10], Path Constrained Random Walk [11] are
all meta-paths based, and node-similarity relationship is exception of more general
concept of nodes correlations. To find proximate node pair ðx; yÞ that sharing similar
correlations as ðs; tÞ, we calculate fðx;yÞ ¼ fwirðx; yÞjPi; 1� i�Pg:

Then, the proximity between node pair ðs; tÞ and ðx; yÞ by their correlation
semantics is given as,

Rsimððx; yÞjðs; tÞÞ ¼ 1=Eucðfðx;yÞ; fðx;tÞÞ ð1Þ

where Eucða; bÞ is Euclidean distance between vector a and b. We will use the formula
to achieve proximate node pairs searching in experiments and evaluate CMPM’s
effectiveness.

4 Combinational Meta-paths Mining

The implementation of Combinational Meta-Path Mining Algorithm (CMPM) is based
on two basic assumptions: (1) shorter meta-paths generally carry more significant
semantics, and longer meta-paths are good at ensuring semantic completeness; (2) path
instance distribution in network is relevant to path importance, it can be used to weight
meta-paths. Rational behind the first assumption is intuitive, long path can bring remote
weak-connected neighboring nodes into path searching steps, which undermines the
discriminative ability between node pairs [1]. For the second assumption, distribution
of path instance is implicitly influenced by path length, using it as path weighting
reference can balance semantics carried by meta-paths of different length. Follow the
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basic assumptions, we implement combinational meta-path mining algorithm in two
steps: candidate meta-paths preliminary screening step and path refinement step, as
showed by flow chart in Fig. 1.

In candidate meta-paths preliminary screening step, CMPM uses YenKSP algo-
rithm [16] to obtain representative path instances that connect nodes in example pair.
YenKSP starts with shortest path algorithms to find path instance P1 connects ðs; tÞ.
Then, setting node in Pt�1 2� t�Kð Þ one after another as deviation point, and defining
sub-path from source to deviation node as root path Rt

i. Subsequently, starting from
deviation point to find another shortest path to target and define as spur path Sti. Finally,
merge them as Pt

i ¼ Rt
i þ Sti and push into a priority queue to pop the shortest one as Pt.

Repeat the process until all top-k shortest path instances in U are found. We map paths
in U to candidate meta-paths CP¼ Pi; 1� i�Qf g, where Q is the number of candidate
meta-paths. During the path mapping step, we also record number of path instances
included with respect to each unique meta-path as M ¼ P1 : n1;P2 : n2; . . .;f
PQ : nQg:

Path refinement is the main step of this paper. Number of path instances mapped to
each meta-path is defined as ni ¼ M½Pi�, it implicitly reflects significance of specific

path by their degree of prevalence in HINs. We weight Pi by wi ¼ ni=
PQ
i¼1

M½Pi� to
show relative meta-path importance. Now, weighted candidate meta-paths still contain
redundancies. We can remove them by calculating their semantical significance. Using
HeteSim, the semantic intensity score corresponds to xiPi is xi � r s; tjPi;Gð Þ as
defined in Sect. 3, and we store them in vector sim. Next, scores in sim are normalized
and sorted in descend order, and paths in CP are also updated accordingly to maintain
one-by-one matching relationship between meta-path and corresponding semantic
score. Semantic intensity scores in sim actually describe the likelihood that given
example pair carries semantics specified by meta-paths in CP. This made it reasonable
to use information entropy [17] to measure the expected semantics carried by com-
binational meta-paths. Define global entropy for candidate meta-paths CP as H, we use
statistical hypothesis test to remove redundant meta-paths. Because each time we add
meta-path from CP into combinational meta-paths, corresponding entropy will increase

Fig. 1. Flow chart of CMPM implementation steps.
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step by step until it covers 1� a of H, where a (5%–10%) is the significance level. As a
result, there exists P genuinely selected single meta-paths from CP, and we update their
weights again using xi ¼ ni=

PP
i¼1 M½Pi�:

According to description above, Algorithm 1 gives the detailed implementation of
CMPM. The most time consuming part of CMPM is YenKSP, which occupies
OðKVðEþV logVÞÞ if search for shortest path using Fibonacci heap [16], where K, E,
V are path instance numbers, edge and node numbers. In path refinement step, the time
complexity is OðQL2Þ if using dynamic programming based HeteSim [10] to measure
semantic intensity scores, where Q is candidate meta-paths numbers and L is maximum
meta-paths length among all meta-paths.

5 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, we perform proximate node pairs detection in HINs to validate the
effectiveness of CMPM algorithm. In experiments, we use bibliographic networks
ACM and DBLP from Artminer [14] archived in 2016. In preprocessing step, we
remove data before 2006, and only reserve papers published in top conference related
to data mining, information retrieval, database system and AI, finally only 16310 and
24332 papers are remained. In algorithm evaluation step, we use CMPM to mine
author-similarity correlations and author-publication correlations between given
example pairs. Equation (1) is used to detect proximate node pairs carrying similar
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correlation semantics as that defined by combinational meta-paths given previously.
Because there has no benchmark for author-similarity correlation comparison, we
collect paper-citations, h-index, i10-index and scholar-closeness data from Google
Scholar as k ¼ citations; h index; i10 index; rankingð Þ, and ranking benchmarks by
calculating Euclidean distance with respect to kJiaweiHan,

D ¼ kothers � kJiaweiHank k ð2Þ

the smaller D is the researcher will be more similar with Jiawei Han.
In meta-paths mining step for author-similarity correlations, we choose (Jiawei

Han, Philip S. Yu) as example pair, because they have high publication and citation
index in data mining area, and their work also have been recognized by peers. Most
importantly, they share no extra close correlation like teacher-student, colleges,
classmates. Path mining results given by CMPM in our experiment shows that single
meta-path A-P-T-P-A has the largest weight among combinational meta-paths, and
A-P-A-P-A, A-P-C-P-A follows. This phenomenon suggests us that research interests,
co-authorships and conferences are vital to describe researcher’s similarity in academic
capability.

Then, we detect proximate node pairs similar to (Jiawei Han, Philip S. Yu) using
Eq. (1), and Jiawei Han is set as source node for simplicity. Nodes detection results
constrained under CMPM based combinational meta-paths and prior knowledge based
meta-paths (controlled groups have meta-paths APA, APTPA, APCPA and their simple
combinations PriorComb) are listed in Table 1. It shows node pairs searching results
under CMPM in both datasets are more likely to find top researchers such as Jian Pei,
Xifeng Yan, Charu Aggarwal and Christos Faloutsos than that of controlled groups.
This means, meta-paths given by CMPM do capture meaningful correlation semantics
carried by example pair, and they also outperform prior knowledge based ones.

Table 1. Top 5 node pair proximity searching results for author-similarity correlation
relationships with ACM and DBLP datasets.

Rank CMPM APA APTPA APCPA PriorComb

ACM datasets
1 PhilipS.Yu JiaweiHan Jiawei Han JiaweiHan PhilipS.Yu
2 JianPei XifengYan PhilipS.Yu PhilipS.Yu Jia Pei
3 XifengYana PhilipS.Yu ChrisFaloutsos MarianneWinslett XifengYan
4 CharuAggarwal JianPei CharuAggarwal ChrisFaloutsos YizhouSun
5 ChrisFaloutsos YizhouSun JianPei CharuAggarwal ChiWang

DBLP datasets
1 PhilipS.Yu JiaweiHan PhilipS.Yu JiaweiHan PhilipS.Yu
2 CharuAggarwal XifengYan Jiawei Han PhilipS.Yu YizhouSun
3 JeffreyXuYu YizhouSun CharuAggarwal CharuAggarwal Dong Xin
4 ChristosFalouts PhilipS.Yu MarianneWinsle JeffreyXuYu XifengYan
5 XifengYan Dong Xin ChristosFalouts ChristosFaloutsos XiaoleiLi
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Table 1 only shows a general profile of performance advance by CMPM, so we
introduce normalized degree of disorder [18] as a measure,

D U;U0ð Þ ¼
2
�
N2 Ptn

k¼t1

jU0½k� � U½k�j; n 2 even

2
�
N2 � 1ð Þ P

tn

k¼t1

jU0½k� � U½k�j; n 2 odd

8>>><
>>>:

ð3Þ

where U ¼ t1 : 1; t2 : 2; . . .; tn : nf g contains rankings in google benchmarks and
Table 1.

It calculates normalized deviation between U and U0, smaller deviation means
better searching results. Precision, recall and F1-score are also used in experiments.
Results under the four measuring schemas with ACM datasets are showed in Fig. 2.
In (a), it shows degree of disorder for node pair searching results using meta-paths
CMPM, APA and PrioriComb, where disorder value for CMPM constrained results
consistently smaller than the prior knowledge based results, this means searching

Fig. 2. Normalized degree of disorder, precision, recall, and F1-score measuring results for
proximate node pairs detection results under ACM datasets.
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results under CMPM will be closer to google benchmarks we proposed previously.
Except for low degree of disorder using CMPM, we also find that the performance
boost for CMPM will be enlarged when we request for more top K node pairs. This
means, the overall searching results measured by degree of disorder will be better than
that showed in (a). In (b) and (c), we use precision and recall as a measure. Results
from precision and recall showed us that CMPM based searching results outperform
both PriorComb and APA, and CMPM seems to have pretty good performance when
measured with recall. To compromise the measures given by precision and recall, (d) is
measured with F1-score, which prefers higher precision and recall. It’s obvious to
observe that CMPM has higher F1-score than the other two prior knowledge based
meta-paths. Moreover, one common phenomenon under the four measures is that
results for PriorComb and A-P-A are very close to each other, this signaling us that if
meta-paths are not genuinely weighted, correlation semantics may at the risk of being
covered by their their counterparts. On the other hand, top 3 searching results by
PriorComb are close to CMPM based results, but their gaps gradually enlarged. This
means prior knowledge based meta-paths do carry vital correlation semantics, but their
depth is weaker than CMPM based combinational meta-paths. To validate scalability of
CMPM, we use example pair (Jiawei Han, SIGKDD) to reveal author-publication
correlation relationships. After similar experiment procedure, results are showed in
Table 2. We rate the ranking result with scores between 0–2, represent irreverent,
some-relevant and complete-relevant. Then nDCG [19] is used to measure ranking
accuracy based on ranking positions in the list with scores between 0–1, the higher the
better. It shows, in both datasets, CMPM still outperforms prior knowledge based
PriorComb.

Table 2. Top 10 node pairs proximity searching results for author-publication correlation
relationships, where nDCG scores are given below.

Rank ACM DBLP
CMPM PriorComb CMPM PriorComb

1 SIGKDD SIGKDD SIGKDD SIGKDD
2 SIGMOD SIGMOD TKDD TKDD
3 VLDB VLDB TWEB TWEB
4 SIGIR SIGIR DKE EDBT
5 TKDD TKDD IPM DKE
6 TODS AI EDBT IPM
7 TOIS CVPR SIGMOD SIGIR
8 TWEB TODS SIGIR SIGMOD
9 SDM ACL VLDB ICDE
10 WWW TOIS ICDE WWW
nDCG 0.74 0.61 0.57 0.50
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We also studied the influence of path instance numbers to YenKSP based pre-
liminary screening, it shows entropy carried by candidate meta-paths increase steadily
at beginning, but it slows down immediately when path instance numbers exceed some
thresholds. This hints us to choose optimal K for YenKSP. All experiments are per-
formed on Dell XPS 8900 with eight 3.4 GHz Intel i7-6700 CPUs and 16 GB of
memory, the time consumed in CMPM based meta-paths mining for the author-
similarity example pair are 132.9 s under ACM datasets and 153.1 s under DBLP
datasets (initial path instance numbers are all set to 500).

In summary, author-similarity and author-publication based correlation relation-
ships mining experiments in this section have proved the effectiveness of CMPM
algorithm in combinational meta-paths mining. Experiment results showed us that
meta-paths mined by CMPM carry more complete correlation semantics than prior
knowledge based meta-paths, and it also captures subtler semantics. Additionally, path
weighting schema in CMPM also balance semantics carried by each single meta-path,
which prevents global semantics from being covered by single semantically significant
meta-path.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm CMPM to mine combinational meta-paths
that describe correlation relationships between nodes in HINs. The algorithm is based
on two assumptions: (1) shorter meta-paths generally carry more significant semantics,
but longer meta-path is helpful to guarantee semantic completeness; (2) path instance
distributions in networks is relevant to path importance, we can use them to weight
meta-paths. Then a preliminary screening step and a path refinement step are included
in its implementation. In experiment, author-similarity and author-publication corre-
lation relationships in bibliographic networks are evaluated. Corresponding nodes
proximity detection results measured by average degree of disorder, accuracy, recall,
F1-score and nDCG proved the effectiveness of CMPM algorithm. In the future, we
will further improve the algorithm by propose better path weighting methods, and
extend the algorithm to other HINs also deserve efforts.
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